
I. The direction of drift velocity of conduction electron is
a.Opposite to the electric field
b.Along the increasing potential
c.Both a and b  ^

d.None of the above
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1. Answer the following question :
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Time Allowed : 3 HoursMax. Marks -70
Pass Marks - 23

All questions are Compulsory ^T^ft ^^T 3iPic|i4 t? I

Total No. of questions - 20

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS :
All questions are compulsory. Candidates are required to give their answers in their

own words, as far as practicable.
Q.No. 1 has 15 objective questions, each of 1 Mark.

Q.No. 2 to 9 are very short answer type questions, each of 2 Marks.

Q.No. 10 to 17 are short answer type questions, each of 3 Marks.

Q.No. 18 to 20 are long answer type questions, each of 5 Marks.

Marks distribution for different parts of a question are shown in the margin.
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timumIn LC oscillations when current reaches its ma

energy associated with capacitor is
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b. ^sr^ (Wb)
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d. Ohm (Q)
e. Newton (N)
b. Weber (Wb)
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a. Henry (H)
The unit of inductance is
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The expression for Lorentz Force isin
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d. 20%
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c. Mostly similar
b. Rarelv similar
a, Alwavs similar

The emission spectra of two gases are
le
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c.b.mea. R

j Rydberg constant R stands for

3TT%^T
c.

d.

b.

a. f^-^re

d. Accelerated charges

c. Charges in uniform motion

a.Stationary charges

b.Uniform magnetic field
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Electromagnetic waves are produced byVI
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XI | In snelPs law if n^ > U then

d.

a.

feti^rce
d. Silicon

d. Heavy water

b. Water

Moderator used in ' Apsara* nuclear reactor is

a. Graphite

d.

c.

fi
d. Proton to electron
c. Electron to proton

b. Proton in neutron

a. Neutron into proton



d, Multi valued function of time
c. Binary coded numerals

b. Analog signals

xv I Sound and picture signals in television are
a. Digital signals

a.Pentavalent

XIV ! ^ type semiconductor is formed when cx-^nv-'tT

d. Great deflection in electroma^netic field
c. Electrically neutral property
b. Negative charge

a. Positive charge

cJ^T

XI11 i Photons are particles with
cpcTT^cT^ci'^iij  ^"€2f 3?f^

c^5^  onci 1|>   ^i^^rerf  u<>ii$T  Tyld

d. Equal wavelength with constant phase difference

h. Equal velocity
c. Equal intensity

a^ Equal wavelength

XI1 two light sources are coherent when they produce waves of
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B. Find the

A polythene piece rubbed with wool is found to have a
3.2xl0"7./^ C Estimate the no. of electrons transferred. State the diiection

1 of charge Is any transfer of mass involved in this?

Group ^ C

ICTi

Write the frequency and band width for speech signal
^  ^ fff % 

Explain 'point to point' and broadcast mode of communication wit
ofeach.

7.    An object is placed at 10cm in front of a concave mirror of radiu
15cm. Find the position and magnification of the image.

VJcr>i^T

Write the Brewster's law for polarization of light.

A plane electromagnetic wave travels in free space along x axis. If
fA;= 6.34"" Vm" . find the magnitude and
d;

magnetic field there.

cj^fr^y i

^
3fi|T^g^cft

Write two postulates of Bohr model of an atom based on quantum c^ncepts
xr srr^rrf^cr^ ^ fi

Write the Gauss's Law for magnetism.

M ^fTcf ^^ftfoTU IB

10

of 2AA straight wire of mass 200g and length 1.5m carries a current
suspended horizontally in mid air by a uniform magnetic field
magnitude of B.
200g sotwtgT ^ft^ 1.5m cra% cTF^ ^ 2A

(2x$=16)
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14What do you understand by Wheat stone's bridge. What is the
principle of meter bridge. How an unknown resistance can be d^termined H ttli
help of a meter bridge. Draw a neat diam to exlain.
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it acts as an
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vhen the sijze;
explain why
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Group ~D

What is^encr diode? How is it used as a voltage regulator?
^>crrcr3:sit^ fsr^^ft

How the common emitter npn transistor should be biased so thai
amplifier. Name this state of transistor. Wfrite the phase difference
and output vol^age.

UcRR 3?fi-f^d 'fch<^1 'GfTofT WI^T? *?  Clf^i^C^ ^ff

Define stopping potential in photo electric effect. In an experiment
is 1.5 V. What is the maximum Kinetic energy of the emitted photo

;^^t*^^X.f^S.______^_____t^"\ 7 "^^^iiniunu.C"*^ "u . . .ju . . . .HfTcfa^^t iraraTcr  crt whw L^V ti 3caioid
35T?

What is Rayleigh criterion for scattering of light ? Is the law valid
of the scatterer is much larger than the wavelength of light. Henc
clouds appear generally white.

^c^^t f^i^H ictRriu i "^rf^" ^^^^rtfe
%„ eft

3?rtra

Instantaneous value of alternating current   is given by i = 3V2 sini

Find out the frequency, phase and rms value of current.
'"sinOOOn

:tro magnetic I rWhat is electromagnetic induction? Write the Faraday's law for ele
induction

In which place the earth's north and south magnetic poles lie ? Do
magnetic field lines resemble that of a bar magnet? Hence
nomenclature paradox.

e^^ 3d^l 3ftz gf^f^fl tig fea z^^m ^z
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Monochromatic light of wavelength 589 nm. is incident ifoniajr on ai water
sui  ̂ace. Find the wavelength,^equency and speed of a) reflected ajid b) refracted

light, Retractive index of water is 1.33
58 9 nm ^>r x^<*>ciuff  ^c^^T  err^ i^ ^^ ^cf^ xr

j^yj-^T  ^  TotTJ  cRaf^^^T,

i  q o ^  j

Or
Explain the construction and working of a compoun
expression for magnification.

nm q>r

^-404C are placed 0.1 m apart. Calculate the electric fields at point| A^ B ImdC

where A is the centre of the dipole, B is a point 0.05, apart froii the positive
charge on the axial line and C is the point on the equatorial plan| at a distance
0.1m from each charge.1i

%? 1O~*C ^t^ ~10~8C ^ ^r f^ snfrf-   o.i i m ^
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of magnitu^e 10^ (I and J^.What is an electric dipole. Two point charges
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